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Abstract— this paper illustrates the implementation of the 

Requisition Process Automated System which is of great 

importance to either an organization or an institute. This 

system can be used to automate the workflow of requisitions 

and their approvals. Normally in any organization requests 

for the products are tracked either via an email or excel sheets 

or registers and this leads to tremendous wastage of resources 

and involves a lot of manual work. To reduce this wastage of 

resources and time we are working on creating an Automated 

System which would shorten the requisition cycle and 

administrative overhead. There are features like making 

request for the product, automated approval of request from 

higher authorities of the organization, requestor can view the 

status of the requisition in this automated system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Why Automated Requisition System? 

Automated Requisition System makes it easy to generate 

purchase requests from virtually any location. All that is 

needed is an Internet-enabled device, such as a personal 

computer, smart phone or tablet. Automated Requisition 

System speeds up the requisition process by giving both users 

and approvers instant access to any request in the system. The 

Automated Requisition System can generate instant reports 

as well, allowing you to track, monitor and analyze your 

overall costs on the fly. 

With no downtime waiting for approval and no 

paper trail to follow, Automated Requisition System 

programs can significantly reduce your overall operating 

costs. Faster processing times speed up organization’s 

operations and make it easier to track costs and make 

improvements. Because each person that accesses a 

Automated Requisition System sees the request in real time, 

staff’s productively is also increased. Staffs won’t have to 

waste time making phone calls trying to determine the status 

of each request. 

II. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 

Scope: The Scope of the application is wide and can be used 

with any education institute and also can be used in offices 

with the necessary modifications done. 

With this application, the manual application is 

converted into automated online application. For example 

purposes, customized data is being used for this purpose. The 

user (staff) will not have the privilege to approve the 

requisition but whenever there is extreme urgent requisitions 

can be tagged with Urgent Tag so that to give it a higher 

priority and the higher approval authorities can take it into 

consideration firstly. 

A. Objective 

 To bring in an easy user interface and interactive 

application which provides feasible options to everyone 

associated with the application directly and indirectly. 

 To minimize time for processing of various tasks thereby 

reducing time consumption. 

 To provide a software application for the store 

department of the college. 

III. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture for implementing the 

Requisition Process Automation System 

The purpose of the Automated Requisition System is mainly 

to provide automation to the tedious and slow requisition 

process for the college and other organizations. The 

categories of users provided are: 

 Staff/Technical Assistants: He/she make a requisition 

and can send it for approval from higher authorities. 

He/she can see the status of the requisition and can also 

keep track on the same. He/she can check the list of 

requisition made by him/her. 

 Approval Authorities: He/she can get the requisition 

request in his inbox which is made by the staff or the 

technical people. He/she can either approve or deny the 

requisition depending on its nature whether the request is 

really useful and required for the organization. 

 Store Admin: Store admin’s responsibility is to maintain 

the record of material available in the store. The 

approved requisition from the higher authority is sent in 

the store admin’s inbox, so that the request can be 

fulfilled. If the material is not available in stock then 

purchase request is generated. 
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IV. SYSTEM WORKFLOW 

 
Fig. 2: System Workflow for the Requisition Process 

Automation System 

Staff/Technical assistant login’s into the system. After 

authentication, User generates a requisition then from store’s 

database it is checked whether the requested material is 

available or not. If it is not available then a purchase 

generation note is sent to store admin so that the material 

could be made available soon if it is available then the request 

is processed further. 

The request is sent to higher authority for approval. 

If request made by staff/technical assistant is approved then 

it is forwarded to store admin store admin fulfils the request 

and maintains the record for the same. If the request is not 

approved then the request is cancelled and a request 

cancellation message is sent to staff/technical assistant who 

had made the request. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Fig. 3: Methodology for implementing the Requisition 

Process Automation System 

Quality Automated Requisition Systems ensures that the 

goods and services that your organizations needs to succeed 

are procured promptly and processed quickly every time. 

There are three phases of the work flow of the Automated 

Requisition System: 

 Requisitioning: Any person in the organization can raise 

a demand and create a requisition document. 

Requisitions are entered through the user interface and 

easy to use, simple web application. Requisition form is 

user friendly, encouraging user adoption. Access to 

existing online catalogue simplifies the selection process 

based on a set of standard materials and services. 

 Approval Work Flow: Multilevel reviews and approval 

work flows are easily adopted. All approvals are record 

in an audit trail for quick reference. Requisition and 

supporting documents are constantly available to the 

approvers. 

 Purchase Order Creation: Finally the approved 

requisition request reaches the store department. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

The modules of this system can be linked with the Inventory 

Management System so that the scope of the project is further 

increased in the following ways:    

 Vendor Bidding: Eliminate Paper work and speed up the 

bidding process by emailing request to multiple vendors. 

Award the business to single vendor or multiple vendors 

for different line items on the request. 

 Sales Quote: Creates sales quotes based on catalogue 

pricing or cost plus algorithms. Automatically generate 

purchase order to complete the sales activities. 

 Bills Generation: Generate purchase order bills to 

maintain efficient records for the accounts section. 

 Automated Invoice: When an order is received from any 

supplier automatically an invoice is generated and 

provided to that supplier from which an order has been 

received.   

VII. CONCLUSION 

As time and money are one of the most important resources 

in any organization. Implementing such software in an 

institute or an organization can surely improve the working 

environment of the organization as well as it can be profiting 

as this system helps to carry out tasks with ease and thereby 

reduces the utilization of time and money on manpower and 

materials. This System is flexible so that it can be transformed 

according to the organizations need. Faster processing time 

speeds up organizations operations and makes it easy to track 

the cost and make improvements. 
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The solutions provided by Automated Requisition 

System are: 

 Better and efficient service provided. 

 Faster retrieval of information. 

 Reduced workload of the staff. 

 Reduced workload of the staff. 

 Less paper work and document maintenance. 
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